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Dated at Jaipur:- 02-01-2018

To,
Shri O.P.Gupta
CGMT, Rajasthan,
JAIPUR–302008
Sub:

Delegation of powers with respect to Transfer & posting matters up to CAO to BA Heads.

Ref:

CR Cell order no. STA/8-5/Sr.AO-AO/Ch.XXIV/207, dt.01-01-2018.

Respected Sir,
We would like to draw your kind attention to above referred letter wide which transfer and postings
upto CAO are delegated to BA Heads.
These orders are violation of transfer policy of BSNL. The transfer policy of BSNL includes SSA tenure
transfers also but if the above referred orders are implemented the concept of SSA transfer will no longer
exist.
The Rajasthan Circle especially the finance wing had taken unwanted interest for merger of SSAs into
BAs and now to delegate the power of inter SSA transfer to BA heads. If these orders are implemented, SSA
heads other than BA heads will be helpless and will become weaker in execution of day to day work/ business
of SSAs.
Further, it is also important in this matter that when all the inter SSA transfers in other cadres like
Telecom, Civil, Electrical etc. are being done centrally by the Circle Office, then why the powers for inter
SSA transfer of Accounts and finance executives are delegated to BA Heads.
Sir, if the SSA merger and delegation of power to BA Heads for transfer and posting of executives is
the only way to improvement of BSNL prospective, then why majority circles have not implemented such
orders so far.
It has been observed that implementation of SSA merger adversely effected the smooth functioning
of SSAs.
We humbly request that CR Cell order referred as above may kindly be withdrawn immediately.
With kind regards,

(M.K.Morodia)
Circle Secretary
Copy to:1. Shri Prahlad Rai, Genl. Secretary, AIBSNLEA, New Delhi
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